310 Easy Access Stainless Steel Cassette Rack

New from L&R, this spacious cassette rack features an improved, open-sided design that provides quick and easy access while minimizing prep and cleaning time. It fills the entire tank and allows multiple cassette configurations, and lifts out easily with fixed extended handles. The rack fits all L&R Quantrex® 310 and SweepZone® 310 ultrasonic cleaners.

- Utilizes the entire internal tank space
- Open-sided design for easy cassette loading and removal
- Fixed extended handles for a sure grip
- Multiple cassette configurations possible
- Accepts large, small and hygiene-type cassettes
Use L&R’s 310 Easy Access Cassette Rack with these L&R Ultrasonic Cleaning Systems (Also fits most popular 3-Gallon Ultrasonic Cleaning Units)

**SweepZone® 310 Ultrasonic Cleaning System**
Automatic frequency changes create an ultrasonic cleaning grid that sweeps back and forth through the tank. Unlike the hot spot/weak area patterns of traditional ultrasonic systems, L&R’s SweepZone 310 delivers consistent total cleaning you can count on.

- Perfect size for growing practices
- Includes cover, digital timer and drain
- Fan cooled
- Optional heater

**SweepZone® 310R Ultrasonic Cleaning System**
With its recessed design, L&R’s SweepZone 310R maximizes counter space while delivering uniform cleaning power, complete cavitation and aggressive cleaning action regardless of cleaning loads, solution levels or voltage fluctuations.

- Recessed design maximizes counter space
- Includes cover, remote digital timer and drain
- Fan cooled
- Optional heater

**Quantrex® 310 Ultrasonic Cleaning System**
Offers increased power for greater cavitation and is backed by the most comprehensive warranty in the industry. Quantrex machines have earned worldwide approval — CSA, CE Mark, ISO 9001 and meets all FCC requirements.

- Unsurpassed cleaning capability at an economic value
- Stainless steel cover
- Includes cover, timer and drain
- Optional heater